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BaCuSirOu: A new cyclosilicate with four-membered tetrahedral rings
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Ansrucr
Single-crystal X-ray diffraction and Raman spectroscopy were used to characterize the
crystal structure and vibrational properties of BaCuSirOu,a new silicate structure type with
isolated 4-rings of tetrahedra and square-plane<oordinated Cu. This new phase, synthesized inadvertently in the search for high-temperature superconductors,possessesonly
sevenvariable structure parametersand thus is one of the simplest of all known cyclosilicates.A Raman peak at 506 cm-l, which results from an in-plane breathing mode of the
SioO,,ring, provides a marker for 4-rings in other silicate crystals and glasses.
hlrnonucrroN
The search for high-temperature superconductorshas
focusedattention on the crystal chemistry of Cu in squareplanar coordination, a common feature of all known superconductorswith f" above 40 K. A new cyclosilicate,
distinguished by a unique arrangement or irofui.Jfo* member tetrahedral rings cross-iinked
coordinated Cu, has been synthesized
the searchfor superconductorsin the T
tem. In their first attemprs ro prepaft
superconductors,Sheng and Herman
heated oxide mixes in open silica bo
polyphase samples consisted prima
100-K superconducting phases (Haz
TlrBarCa,-urO,o*o and TlrBarCarCurC
tween the oxide mixture and the silica
however, produced a thin coating oft
In transmilted light, one is striking mag
is turquoise. Both ofthese insulating j
earth Cu silicateswith new structurety
phase, BarCuCaSiuO,r,is orthorhom
B2mh a : 14.40i A, b : 16.077 A,
structure, which will be described e
chains of 6-tetrahedra silicate rings, s
pellyite (BarCaMgrSiuO,r)
(Meagher, 1976).Here we describe the new crystal structure and Raman spectraof the
magentaphase,BaCuSirOu.
Cnysru, STRUCTURE
Several single crystals up to 300 pm in diameter were
studied by electron-probe microanalysis, X-ray diffraction, and Raman spectroscopy.Microanalyseswere done
on a JSM model 35 scanningelectron miCroscope,oper.,'
I .'-ateo aI zU Kv anc U.Ul-tA DeamculTentwrtn a Z.)-pm
spot size. Standardsincluded pure Cu metal, Ba-bearing
glass,and a diopsideur-jadeite.,pyroxene glass.Only Cu,
0003-004x/89/07084952$02.00

Ba, and Si were detected;severaldiferent grains gave the
same stoichiometric composition: BaCuSirOu.
A single_
of BaCuSirOu with approximate di_crystal
mensions50 x 60 x 80 pm was selectedfor X-ray study.
phaseis body-centeredtetragonal with a :
This-m_agenta
I .O+z(l) and c : I 1.133(3)A. An octant of intensity data
in 0/\, : 0.7 on a Rigaku arc-s diffracrnochromated MoKa, radiation (tr :
l of 1529 intensity data was measured.
4/mmm with no systematic absences
centering.lhe
is_therefore
lPaggeroup
)',.I4mm, 14m2,
142m, ot l4/mmm'
rtion was attempted with direct methron subgroups, which ate 14 or 14; a
rsible solution was found that con'oup l4/mmm. Preliminary refinements
netric spacegroup converged,but un)xygentemperature factors and signifilp features near oxygen positions preh-symmetry structure. Subsequent
,' noncentric subgtoup, 14m2, yelded
lution with reduced residuals.After re, there were 443 unique observations,
I > 2o,. The structure was refined with
anisotroPictemperaturefactorstoanunweightedresidual
of 4.2o/o.Refined structural parametersand conditions of
refinement are given in Table l; structure factors have
been deposited.l
The structure of BaCuSirOuGig. l) consistsof isolated
4-rings of silicate tetrahedra.Tetrahedral parametersare
typical of other silicates, with Si-O-Si angles of 151.2"
--------:-----.
and calculatedstructurefactolsmay be
il:"tt,"jtbserved
orderedasdocumentAM-89-4l4fromtheBusinessOffice,
Mineralogical
Societyof America,1625I Street,N.W., Sui6 414,
Wasliington,D.C. 20006,U.S.A.pleaseremit $5.00in advance
for the microfiche.
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Traw 1. Crystallographic
data for BaCuSirOu
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/Vote.'Diftractionexperimentswith Rigaku AFc-sditfractometer,rotating anode generator, MoK@radiation,graphitemonochromator,-\ : 0.7093 A,
scan mode o - 2d, ambienttemperatu-re
and pressure.Space group tinB: Z : A; a : 7.042(3)A; c : 11.133(3)A; v : 522.1(4)A3; p*,. : 4.49
g.cm-3;&: 120.0cmr; tormulaweight: 353.06g. Temperaturefactorsare givenby exp[-22hl1P/(4aail. Numbersin parenthesesindicateestimated
standarddeviations.

and a mean Si-O distanceof 1.610A. Cu atoms are almost ideally planar-coordinated to four oxygens (Cu-O
: 1.926,4.;oppositeO-Cu-O : 177.7). The four oxygens
deviate significantly from a square,however, with adjacent O-Cu-O :74.5" and 105.5"insteadofthe ideal 90'
values. Two Cu atoms link each set of four adjacent
4-rings to form (001) layers. TheseCuSirOulayer units, a
unique feature of the structure, are interconnected parallel to the c axis by eight-coordinatedBal atoms (BalO:2.728 A) and twelve-coordinatedBa2 atoms (mean
Ba2-O:3.107 A; tranvay between the Cu-Si-O layers.
Each Ba is coordinated to four 4-rings-two in the layer
above and two below. Selectedinteratomic distancesand
anglesappear in Table 2.
Silicateswith isolated tetrahedral 4-rings are rare, with
fewerthan ten documentedstructuretypes (Liebau, 1985).
Of these,BaCuSirOustands out for at least three reasons.
First, the 4-rings of this phasehave 2mm point symmetry; all other known 4-ring cyclosilicateshave lower ringpoint symmetriesof 2 or ru. Second,all of the other struc-

tures are either hydrated or possessadditional anions not
coordinatedto Si. Third, the BaCuSirO6structurehas only
six symmetrically distinct atoms and only sevenvariable
atomic coordinates, making it by far the simplest of
4-ring structures.
The observed BaCuSirOustructure deviates from centiLc l4/mmm symmetry by relatively minor shifts of the
two distinct oxygenatoms. A transition to this supersymmetry might occur at high temperature, but our samples
are untwinned, suggestingthat the acentric form is stable
at leastto the 880 to 910'C temperaturerangeemployed
by Shengand Hermann. The centric 14/mmm structure,
which features 4-rings of maximal 4/mmm point symmetry, has only five symmetrically distinct atoms and
five variable atomic coordinates. Idealized atomic coordinatesfor this postulatedBaCuSirOuparent structureare
given in Table 3.
The structure of the new 4-ring silicate, though quite
different from any other cyclosilicate,is closely related to
the rare mineral gillespite (BaFeSioO'o)and its synthetic
isomorphs including BaCuSioO'o@abst, 1959;Hazen and
Finger, 1983).In c-axisprojection(Fig. 2A), the two barium copper silicatesseemto be topologically identical. In
the BaCuSioOrostructure, however, each 4-ring is linked
to four others in the adjacent layer (Fig. 2B), forming a
unique 4-ring silicate layer instead of a structure with
isolated 4-rings.
TABLE
2. Selectedinteratomicdistances(A) and angles(")for
BaCuSi,O.
Si tetrahedron
Cu squareplane
I2l 1.58s(6)
t4l 1.926(7) si-o1
I2l 1.630(2)
l2l 2.331(19) si-o2
1.610
meanSi-O
1)
2.699(1
o1-o1
Ol-Cu-O1
12) 1777(41
01-Cu-O1
L2) 2.s61(e)
I2l 74.5(7',)
O 1 - C u - O 1 [2] 105.5(7)
I2l 2.647(9\
2.642(13)
o2-o2
116.2(5)
o1-si-o1
01-si-o2
Lzl 105.4(5)
Bal polyhedron
o1-si-o2
I2l 110.6(5)
108.3(7)
o2-si-o2
2728(9)
Ba1-ol
I8l
121.2(4)
Si-O1-Cu
Ba2 polyhedron
si-o2-si
1s1.2(6)
o2-o2-o2
86.3(2)
Ba2-o1
t81 3 166(10)
Cu-ol
o1-o1

Ba2-O2

Fig. 1. The structure of BaCuSi,Ou.(A) (001) projection. (B)
View with tetragonalc axis vertical.

t41

2.988(8)

Nofe; Square-bracketedvalues represent bond or angle multiplicities.
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TreLe 3. ldealizedcoordinates tor l4lmmm hypothetical parent
structure of BaCuSirO"

BaCuSi2O6
Raman
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Cu
Si

o1

0
0.275
0.195
0.740

0
0
0.275
0.195
0

V4

0.125
0
o.120
V2

RtN{lN sPECTRoscoPY
The BaCuSirO6structure,becauseof its high symmetry
and simple topology, makes an ideal candidate for documenting the distinctive vibrational characteristicsof its
structural constituents, including the 4-ring and squareplane Cu. We have therefore measuredthe Raman spectrum of -50-pm crystalsof this phaseusing single-crystal
micro-optical techniques(Mao et al., 1987; Hemley and
Mao, 1987). The signal levels were low becauseof the
small size of the crystal and the high absorption of the
laser light, which required the use of laser powers of less
than -25 mW to prevent heating and photodecomposition. Although theselimitations precludeda complete polarization study, high-quality spectra were obtained for
the polarized scatteringcomponents (Fig. 3). The structure refinement indicates that the deviation from centrosymmetric spacegroup l4/mmm is small. A factor group
analysis for this space group indicates that the Raman
active vibrations should transform as 5A ,r + 58 ts + 28 2s
* 8,8, symmetry species.Polarization measurementsare
consistent with the assignment of the prominent bands
at 268, 454, 506, 579, and 976 cm' as the five totally
symmetricl,* modes(in l4/mmm).

100

3oo

uoi"""^"-Jlo".-'', too

1100

1300

measured
with 514.5Fig.3. Ramanspectrumof BaCuSirOu
to
nm Ar-ion excitation.Bandsat 500-600cm-r are assigned
oxygenbreathingmodesof the 4-memberedtetrahedralrings
bandsat
and square-planar
Cu (seetext). The high-frequency
to symmetricSi-O stretchingvi900-1100cm-r are assigned
bendbandsarisefrom SiOotetrahedral
brations;low-frequency
Cu,and Ba-O
ing motions,bendingmodesof the square-planar
stretchingmotions.
The bands at 500-600 cm-r are of particular interest
in detailing the vibrational dynamics of tetrahedral ring
configurationsand square-planarCu. The 579 cm-' band
is likely to be associatedwith in-plane Cu-O stretching
motions, by analogy with Cu4 breathing modes measured for the high Z" cuprates (e.g., Rosen et al., 1988;
peak is enhancedby
Weber et al., 1988).The 506
"rn-t propagation direcpolarized scatteringwith the phonon
tion along the c axis (o,*). A strongly polarized peak in
this region is observed in the Raman spectra of other
silicates having four-membered SioO', rings. The spectrum of coesite,a high-pressuresilica polymorph, is dominated by a strongly polarized band at 521 cm1, which
is identified as the symmetric Si-O-Si stretching mode;
in contrast, the principal band in d,-q:oartz(effectively a
6-ring structure) appears at the significantly lower frequency of 464 cm-' (Sharma et al., l98l). The strong
bands in other silicates with 4-ring structures have frequencies that are close to those observed here in
BaCuSirOu:orthoclase (KAlSi3O8),513 cm-'; low albite
(NaAlSi3O8),506 cm-'; and anorthite (CaAlrSirOr), 503
cm-' (White, 1975). The frequency is independent of
cross-linkingof the ring structures;this fact indicates that
the mode is largely localized within the ring structure.
Our polarization measurementsare consistent with the
vibration being an in-plane 4-ring breathing mode involving displacementsprincipally of oxygen (Sharma et
al., l98l; Galeener,1982;Hemley et al., 1986).This assignment supportsthe use of Raman bands at - 500 cm-l
as signaturesfor ring configurations in amorphous silicates.
ACTUOWLENGMENTS

Fig. 2. The gillespite (BaFeSioO,o)structure, representedby
the synthetic isomorph BaCuSioO,o.(A) (001) projection. (B)
View with tetragonal c axis vertical. Note the close relationship
betweenthis structure and that ofBaCuSirOu.
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